
FEET LABS WHITE PAPER

FEET LABS MISSION
Behold the glorious vision of FEET Labs! Our mission is to seize hold of the very essence of
feet and empower those who revel in its depths, for we believe that your feet are the most
valuable assets in the world of crypto. We shall fight with every fiber of our being for a future
where feet lovers can proudly flaunt their passions and be held in high esteem in the modern
crypto society. Let it be known far and wide that Feet Labs will stop at nothing to ensure that the
voice of the FEET is heard loud and clear!

ROADMAP

PHASE 1

FEETPIX NFTs are deflationary in nature, with 50% of the royalties being utilized every week to
purchase and burn NFTs. We aim to reach a supply of 8,300 FEETPIX, after which we will
airdrop the next collection.

FEETPIX NFTs Economy

The FeetLord uses 50% of the earnings gleaned from the Feetpix trades each week to buy back
and burn FEETPIX NFTs. The more they’re traded, the more burn happen.

$FEET Economy
$FEET is a deflationary Meme token for the FEETPIX community. $FEET has 3% fees divided
into 1% Marketing Fee, 1% Burn Fee, and 1% Reflection Fee. The 32% of $Feet were
airdropped to FEETPIX NFTs holders and top 100 $PEPE holders, 33% was Locked in the
WETH/FEET LP in Uniswap V2 for 100 years
(https://app.uncx.network/amm/uni-v2/pair/0x30a7f5eb003f270a79f2465e3586c7338fdfc4eb),
30% was locked to the NFTs staking contract
(0xb91Ca5145825c6E4a8eb3C6D5292f649A395a8f6) and 5% is locked for partnerships.

https://app.uncx.network/amm/uni-v2/pair/0x30a7f5eb003f270a79f2465e3586c7338fdfc4eb


$FEET Utilities:

● NFT Staking: Every Feetpix.wtf NFT earns 1M $FEET per day until June 2023, from
June, the reward will decrease by 50% monthly

● Rewards: $FEET has a 1% Reflection Fee from every transfer, this fee is spliced
between $FEET holders, the more you hold the more you earn

● Deflationary: $FEET has a 1% Burn Tax from every transfer, this means that $FEET is
the best asset to hold to fight inflation.

● Airdrops: $FEET holders will have specific benefits from the next FEET Labs collections!

FEETPIX NFTs Staking Economy
The FEETPIX NFTs Staking economy pays 1,000,000 $FEET for staked NFT/day. The staking
reward halved by 50% every month.

PHASE 2
FEET Labs is proud to welcome all FEET into the crypto community! Our mission is to empower
those who revel in their love for FEET, and we will continue to do so by launching new
collections and tokens through various side chains and L2 solutions. Our ultimate goal is to
become the largest community in the crypto space, and we plan to achieve this by introducing
six new deflationary collections for our FEET community.

Airdropping the next 6 collections
Reached supply goals in FEETPIX NFTs, FEET labs will airdrop the second collection and
publish the following goals to unlock the third. The next collections and their deflationary tokens
will be airdropped in different Ethereum-compatible chains to attract more users and
communities. All of the next collections and tokens will have rewards for existing holders of any
previous collections and tokens!

PHASE 3

Get ready for the final leg of our journey as we prepare to airdrop the highly-anticipated FEET
PFP collection. This collection allows you to express your love for feet through your pixelated
profile picture.
But that's not all - the DAO, fueled by 50% of the royalties from each collection and marketing
fees.



This innovative platform will empower the FEET community to act as the largest venture
capitalist in the industry, driving the next bull run in a feet-oriented direction. Moreover, the DAO
will provide our community rewards and feet-incentives for participation.
So what are you waiting for? Join us in the FEET revolution and let's take the crypto world by
storm!


